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Super Bowl Sunday is like Christmas for the advertising industry. Each year, brands and their advertising agencies
pay millions of dollars to be featured in what is arguably the year's most-watched televised event.

Brands pour all their efforts into coming up with creative, noteworthy ads to stick out from the pack to create
awareness and a presence on social media channels.

While an ad in the Super Bowl can mean significant recognition, it is  curious that brands do not put more effort into
keeping that momentum going after the Super Bowl.

Spot on
Every year, ad agencies succeed in making creative and memorable ads but why only once a year if the ads are
working? And where is the strategy for mobile engagement?

On Sunday, Feb. 5, 111 million people in the United States gathered to watch a sport that many of them have no
interest in the rest of the year.

Millions more watched from abroad, many in countries where American football is  not even played.

Why do people behave so strangely one Sunday each year? Many watch for the cultural aspect to take part in office
chatter the next day. But many almost 25 percent, in fact watch mainly for the commercials (NRF survey).

Normally, ads are something to be skipped over, ignored, or complained about. On this Sunday and for days after,
they are the main event.

Does the world go insane one day a year? Does winter's darkness leave us yearning for anything shiny and new on
television? We all know the real answer the ads are great entertainment.

Every year, there are some disappointing and extremely expensive duds, but, on average, they are funny, or
heartwarming, or thought provoking extra points for being all of the above. They engage us.
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Yes, creativity in advertising still lives. And advertisers are rewarded as the ads live on well beyond the game on
social media, news sites, talk shows and pop culture memes.

Watching the ads in real time with virtually everyone in the U.S. makes water cooler recaps and Facebook fun again.

This year featured a surprising twist: political messages were a common theme in many of the most compelling and
talked-about ads. This is risky, of course, but follows a dominant trend in digital advertising: content is paramount.

On the spot
Today's consumers embrace advertising with substance and relevance. The more it moves them or speaks to them,
the more they share and discuss it online, generating free, viral marketing for the brands who hit the sweet spot.

Advertising should do the same thing for consumers as great content does educate, inspire and entertain but in the
context of your brand.

Many of the brands with the most popular or controversial ads clearly understood this and leveraged the current
political zeitgeist in clever ways, ensuring that highly popular publications were still discussing them 10 days after
the game.

Airbnb's spot was bought at the last minute and created in direct response to the Trump administration's executive
order banning travelers from certain countries.

The ad did not generate the most buzz on Sunday, but according to ListenFirst, the ad's #WeAccept hash tag was
mentioned on Twitter over 66,000 times during the following week and social conversation around the brand
increased 2,400 percent.

So why cannot every day be like Super Bowl Sunday?

Obviously, Super Bowl ads are so expensive $166,666 per second just for the spot they have to represent brand's best
efforts, and require the budget and talent necessary to produce an ad worthy of the placement and likely to ensure
strong ROI.

And while it is  true that brands cannot invest millions and months into every ad especially not for digital
programmatic campaigns there is lots of room for improvement. We do not have to save all the magic for the Super
Bowl. And we definitely do not have to save it all for TV.

By implementing the right creative management technology layer, integrated with your media process, you can
make consistently high-quality creative for digital channels.

Solutions based on HTML5 creative technology for mobile and video advertising can streamline production and
leverage the most innovative formats, which complement rather than obscure content.

Marrying reams of data with dynamic content personalizes your message for each consumer, enabling you to target
their geographic location and immediate circumstances.

Responsive design and programmatic ad tech help distribute your ads across devices and channels.

Be sure to continuously analyze and optimize each campaign so you can see when and how the magic moments
happen and build on those successes.

Leveraging data for personalization, finding new ways to align content with channel, building creative to optimally
adjust across social channels and tracking all the results is  a tall order. It requires a strategic and holistic
approachthe deliberate integration of effective media, data and creative processes.

Yet creative remains the ultimate carrier of your message: it compels engagement, it fuels viral social success, and it
determines how your brand will be remembered. To consumers, it is  your ad.

TO SCORE A touchdown, brands must learn how to develop creative as a scalable layer that integrates with their full
advertising process. Creative should not be reserved for special occasions.

To be realistic, your ads will not always be viral winners, but at least make sure they will not annoy people.

Strive to make them cool and relevant so that consumers notice and remember them even better if they engage and
talk about them.

In the end, it is  about telling your story, building your brand, and converting eyeballs to ROI.
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